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What Is Reading?
The Simple View of Reading contends that
reading is the product of two cognitive elements—
language comprehension and decoding.1
Reading instruction therefore must focus on both
of these essential elements. Successful decoding
ensures that words are read accurately. Inaccurate
and non-fluent decoding impacts negatively on
reading comprehension. You cannot read if you
can’t decode accurately. However, you cannot learn
to read by just learning to decode.
In order to decode print, students need phonemic
awareness skills and phonic knowledge.
Kate Nation, professor of experimental psychology
at St John’s College, Oxford states:
“The idea that phonics is kids just barking at print
is such a limited way of looking at things—good
phonic knowledge opens the world.… Phonic
knowledge is critical.… It allows children to access
all sorts of exciting elements of word play….” 2

JillE Literacy uniquely combines
the processes of decoding and
language comprehension.
How Should Decoding Be Taught?
There has been a push in recent years to teach
decoding using highly decodable texts. James
Cunningham discusses this in his paper, What
Really Matters in Teaching Phonics Today: Laying a
Foundation for Reading. He states:

“In its period of heaviest use—from 2000–2010—
highly decodable text exhibited a trade-off for
students. On the one hand, it was easier for
students to apply their phonics knowledge to
decoding the words because they did not have
to simultaneously comprehend or identify the
majority of words by recognizing them as literary
and informational texts require readers to do.
This increased ease, however, was gained at the
expense of transfer.… Some struggling readers
were locked into reading only decodable text for
years because they could not make the leap to
reading ordinary text.” 3

JillE Literacy: Skills in Context
JillE Literacy combines the processes of decoding
and language comprehension, using highly
engaging, authentic texts to teach phonics skills
in context.
Explicit support is incorporated into whole-class
and small-group reading lessons, which provide
a meaningful context for learning rather than
teaching skills in isolation. This approach provides
immediate opportunities for students to apply new
skills to their reading, which also makes learning
more purposeful and engaging.
JillE Literacy scaffolds these decoding skills
throughout the series to ensure students acquire,
reinforce, and practice them in order to build a
solid foundation for proficient reading.

Baker, S. K., Fien, H., Nelson, N. J., Petscher, Y., Sayko, S., & Turtura, J. (2017). Learning to read: “The simple view of reading.” Washington,
DC: U.S. Department of Education, Office of Elementary and Secondary Education, Office of Special Education Programs, National
Center on Improving Literacy.
Townshend, K. (2017). Balance phonics and comprehension to boost reading. Times Educational Supplement.
Cunningham, J. (2017). What really matters in teaching phonics today: Laying a foundation for reading.
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Skills Taught
The systematic instruction in JillE Literacy helps
students continually expand their skills as they
advance through the stages of literacy development.
The books are not written to be highly decodable, but
rather to carefully scaffold the skills students need
for reading a variety of text and language structures.
Explicit skills instruction, combined with ongoing
reinforcement and practice, is integrated throughout
all of the materials and instructional approaches.

Since using these books, I have noticed a huge jump
in the achievement of my kids. They love getting out
the books and reading them to each other, and it’s
great to hear them using the questions that I have
used with them on each other. The books have really
made reading come alive.
—Ginny Ives, Assistant Principal

This chart shows the phonics, language structures, and decoding skills taught at each stage.

BEGINNING STAGE

PROGRESSING STAGE

ADVANCING STAGE

Grades K–1 / Levels A–C

Grades 1–2 / Levels D–J

Grades 2–3 / Levels K–T

Expand phonological and phonemic
awareness skills to include:
• counting sounds in words
• isolating and substituting sounds
• blending and segmenting
phonemes
Build knowledge of additional letter
sounds, blends, and digraphs
Recognize some types and parts of
words, including:
• plurals
• compound words
• contractions
• homophones
• suffixes and base words
• syllables

Recognize an increasing number of
sound-spelling patterns, including:
• word families
• blends and digraphs
• syllables
• long and short vowel sounds
• prefixes and suffixes
Expand knowledge of word types,
parts, and origins to include:
• possessives
• abbreviations
• parts of speech
• syllables
• prefixes, suffixes, and root words
• synonyms and antonyms
• multiple-meaning words

Apply known decoding strategies and
expand them to include:
• blending sounds from left to right
• looking for known letters, blends,
and digraphs
• using meaning, syntax, and visual
clues
• monitoring accuracy

Learn and apply word analysis
strategies to decode and understand
the meaning of new words:
• using familiar spelling patterns
• using word parts, such as prefixes,
suffixes, and syllables
• rereading for meaning clues

SKILLS AND KNOWLEDGE
Develop phonological and phonemic
awareness skills, including:
• rhyming
• clapping syllables
• isolating initial sounds
• matching initial or ending sounds
• blending onset-rime
• changing initial sounds to make a
new word
Understand that sounds form words
and are represented by letters
Recognize and name all letters and
identify many of the primary sounds
they can represent

DECODING STRATEGIES
Begin to apply some decoding
strategies during reading:
• using the initial letter
• looking for visual clues
• thinking of a word that would fit
that starts with the sound
• checking for sense

The following pages include more detailed information about the decoding strategies
taught in JillE Literacy, as well as additional ways to support phonics and decoding skills
during whole-class and small-group reading lessons.
Systematic Support for Phonics & Decoding
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Beginning Stage
Reading Levels A–B
At the beginning, students are taught to understand that words are made up of a
sequence of sounds. They are drawn to words where the first letter represents a single
sound. They are asked to decode the first letter in a word and, as needed, told what the
word is that starts with this sound.
Phonological awareness skills focus on identifying initial sounds in words.
SUPPORT FOR STUDENTS AT THIS STAGE
Processing Strategies
At this level, focus on recognition of one sound–one letter graphemes
at the start of words and help students link them to sounds.
Decoding Strategies
When a child comes to a word they don’t know, ask them to decode the
first letter. Then either give students the word or model decoding the
rest of the sounds in the word.
Examples:
Train: Let’s work out the first sound. The first letter is t. What does t
sound like? Yes, it’s /t/. What could the word be — /t/ — train.
Horn: This word starts with h. What could the letter h sound like?
Yes, it sounds like /h/. What could the word be — /h/ /or/ /n/ — horn.
Phonological and Phonemic Awareness
Read the book again and find all the words that start with /l/.
(look, long, legs)
Read the book again and find all the words that start with /n/.
(no, nose, neck)
Read the book again and find all the words that start with /t/.
(tail, tongue)
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Beginning Stage
Reading Level C
Later in the beginning stage, at around level C, the decoding strategy remains with initial
graphemes (individual letters) but now includes blend spelling patterns at the start of
words (fl, bl, pr, st, etc.). Students are encouraged to work out words made up of three or
four sounds where each letter represents a sound (usually CVC and CCVC— consonant/
consonant, vowel, consonant words). Students are assisted to pronounce each letter and
blend the sounds together to pronounce the word.
Phonological awareness skills focus on rhyming and clapping syllables in words.
SUPPORT FOR STUDENTS AT THIS STAGE
Processing Strategies
At this level, focus on recognition of the first single-letter graphemes
in the word and help students link them to their sounds. If the word
is a CVC or CCVC word, help the student sound out each letter and
pronounce the word.
Decoding Strategies
When a student comes to a word they don’t know, ask them to decode
the first letter or blend. Then work with students to decode the rest of
the word.
Examples:
Cat: Every letter in this word has its own sound. Say the sound for each
letter and see what the word could be. That’s right — /k/ /a/ /t/ — cat!
Sun: Every letter in this word has its own sound. What could the s
sound like? The u? The n? (/s/ /u/ /n/) What does this word say? (sun)
Read the sentence again. Do you think you are right?
Moon: This word starts with m. What could the letter m sound like?
Yes, it is /m/. The oo sounds like /oo/. What does the n sound like?
What are the sounds? (/m/ /oo/ /n/) Read the sentence again. Do
you think you are right?
Start: Let’s work out the first sounds in this word. What does the s
sound like? The t? The first sounds are /s/ /t/. Let’s work out the rest
of the word together —/s/ /t/ /ar/ /t/ — start!
Phonological and Phonemic Awareness
What other word in this book rhymes with sky? (fly)
Say some other words that rhyme with sky and fly.
Clap the beats in these words: sleep/ing, fly/ing, hunt/ing.

Systematic Support for Phonics & Decoding
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Progressing Stage
Reading Levels D–E
At the progressing stage, the decoding strategy continues with one sound–one letter
graphemes, but if the word starts with a consonant digraph (sh, ch, th, wh), students are
told what the grapheme sounds like and helped to work out the pronunciation of the
word. They are expected to work out CVC and CCVC words.
Phonological awareness skills focus on rhyming and clapping syllables in words.
SUPPORT FOR STUDENTS AT THIS STAGE
Processing Strategies
At this level, focus on recognition of the first single-letter graphemes
in the word and help students link them to their sounds. If the word
is a CVC or CCVC word, help the student sound out each letter
and pronounce the word. Teach recognition and pronunciation of
h digraphs.
Decoding Strategies
When a student comes to a CVC or CCVC word they don’t know, ask
them to decode the word one letter at a time. If the word is not a CVC
or CCVC word, ask them to decode the initial consonants and then
model decoding the rest of the word.
Examples:
Box: Every letter in this word has its own sound. Say the sound for each
letter and see what the word would be. What could the b sound like?
The o? The x? /b/ /o/ /k/ /s/ What does this word say? (box) Read the
sentence again. Do you think you are right?
Table: Let’s work out the first sounds. The letter is t, the sound is? (/t/)
The letter a sounds like /ā/ — ta — and the last part of the word sounds
like bil. Ta/ble — what is the word? (table)
Chop: The ch sounds like /ch/. The o and p have their own sounds.
What would the word be? /ch/ /o/ /p/ — chop!
Phonological and Phonemic Awareness
Clap the beats in these words as you say them: wa/ter/mel/ons, a/li/ens,
shop/keep/er, ball/oons, space/ship.
What words rhyme with chop? eat? bag? ran?
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Progressing Stage
Reading Levels F–G
Later in the progressing stage, at around level F, students are expected to routinely
sound out three- and four-sound words where every letter represents a sound. They are
encouraged to look for h digraphs in words and to pronounce these. Vowel digraphs
are introduced at this level, and students are taught how to pronounce these two-letter
patterns as they decode words.
Phonemic awareness skills now focus on blending and segmenting three- and foursound words.
SUPPORT FOR STUDENTS AT THIS STAGE
Processing Strategies
Continue to practice decoding strategies taught previously —
recognizing single-letter graphemes and h digraphs, sounding out
CVC and CCVC words (e.g., mom, bed, stop, slip, chop, this). If students
hesitate at words where every letter has its own sound, tell them every
letter has its own sound and encourage them to sound it out (e.g.,
spots, next). Introduce the concept of a vowel digraph — two vowel
letters that represent one sound (e.g., clean).
Decoding Strategies
If students hesitate at a word that contains a vowel digraph, use this
decoding strategy: work from left to right through the word, ask them to
pronounce the graphemes they know, tell them how to pronounce the
digraph(s), and ask them to put the sounds together and say the word.
If words are read easily, ask students to find all the words on a page that
contain vowel digraph patterns.
Example:
Clean: Look at the first two letters — they each have their own sound.
What could they sound like? (/k/ /l/) The ea sounds like a long /ē/,
and the n sounds like…? (/n/) The sounds in this word are
/k/ /l/ /ē/ /n/ — clean!
Phonological and Phonemic Awareness
BLENDING
SEGMENTING
Guess what words I’m saying:
Hold up one finger for each
/k/ /l//ē/ /n/ — clean
sound you hear in these words.
/m/ /e/ /s/ — mess
Say each sound.
/r/ /o—o/ /m/ — room
clean — /k/ /l/ /ē/ /n/
/g/ /oo/ /d/ — good
sick — /s/ /i/ /k/
/s/ /i/ /k/ — sick
stay — /s/ /t/ /ā/
messy — /m/ /e/ /s/ /ē/

Systematic Support for Phonics & Decoding
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Progressing Stage
Reading Levels H–J
Once students reach level H, they are asked to use the decoding strategies previously
taught and to decode vowel-consonant digraphs. Their attention is also drawn to suffixes
in words. Decoding strategies for multisyllabic words are taught by showing students
one syllable at a time in the word and asking them to use known decoding strategies to
work out each syllable before putting the syllables together to pronounce the word.
Phonemic awareness skills continue to focus on blending and segmenting three- and
four-sound words.
SUPPORT FOR STUDENTS AT THIS STAGE
Processing Strategies
• If each letter in the word represents a sound, tell students this and
ask them to sound it out (nest).
• Identify words made up of single letters and digraph patterns, help
students identify these graphemes and sound out the word (stood,
hive).
• Introduce the strategies that are explained on the back covers for
sounding out other words from left to right through the word, either
sound by sound or syllable by syllable.
Decoding Strategies
If students hesitate at a word, use this decoding strategy to identify
how the alphabetic code works in that word: work from left to right
through the word. Tell students if a single letter represents a sound,
point out and provide the pronunciation for unknown digraphs and
other graphemes, and identify and pronounce suffixes. Ask students to
put the sounds together to pronounce the word.
Examples:
Grab: Every letter has its own sound.
Shower: The sh sounds like /sh/, the ow sounds like /ow/, and the er
sounds like /er/.
Dares: The are in this word sounds like /air/, and the s sounds like /z/.
Kicked: The ck sounds like /k/, and the ed suffix sounds like /t/.
Slowest: The ow sounds like /ō/, and the est sounds like ist.
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Progressing Stage
Reading Levels H–J, continued
Famous: Show students one syllable at a time and ask them to read
syllable by syllable. Cover up all but fa — what would this syllable
sound like if you pronounce the a as a long /ā/? Show the mous —
what would this syllable sound like if you pronounce the ous as /iss/?
Put the syllables together — fa/mous.
Astronaut: Show students one syllable at a time and ask them to read
syllable by syllable. Cover up all but the as — what would this syllable
sound like? Show the next syllable — tro — what would this syllable
sound like? For the last syllable, say: In this syllable the au sounds
like /aw/. How could you say this syllable? Put the syllables together
— as/tro/naut.

Phonological and Phonemic Awareness
SEGMENTING
BLENDING
Hold up one finger for each
Guess what words I’m saying:
sound you hear in these words.
/er/ /th/ — earth
Say each sound.
/d/ /u/ /s/ /t/ — dust
mouse — /m/ /ow/ /s/
/ch/ /ē/ /z/ — cheese
walked — /w/ /aw/ /k/ /t/
/p/ /l/ /ē/ /z/ — please
space — /s/ /p/ /ā/ /s/
city — /s/ /i/ /t/ /ē/

Systematic Support for Phonics & Decoding
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Advancing Stage
Reading Levels K–T
When students reach the advancing stage, they are expected to use the decoding
strategies previously taught. They should be working words out by decoding graphemes
from left to right through the word and by recognizing and pronouncing suffixes. If the
word they say is unknown, they are asked to continue reading to see if they can work out
its meaning.
SUPPORT FOR STUDENTS AT THIS STAGE
Processing Strategies
If students come to a word they cannot read, have them look at the
letters and spelling patterns from left to right through the word,
pronounce each sound, and then blend the sounds together to say
the word. If students don’t know the meaning of the word when
they say it, tell them to continue reading to the end of the sentence,
thinking about what the word could mean, or if it could be pronounced
differently. They might have to read more sentences to help them work
out its meaning. If they still don’t know the meaning of the word, they
can ask someone how to say the word and what it means, or use a
dictionary to check.
Decoding Strategies
If students hesitate at a word, use this decoding strategy to identify
how the alphabetic code works in that word: work from left to right
through the word. Tell students if a single letter represents a sound,
point out other graphemes and their pronunciation, and identify
and pronounce suffixes. Ask students to put the sounds together to
pronounce the word.
Examples:
Panini: Every letter has its own sound, but the i’s sound like long /ē/’s.
Laugh: The l has its own sound, the au sounds like a short /a/, and
the gh sounds like /f/.
Shirt: The sh sounds like /sh/, the ir sounds like /er/, and the t has its
own sound.
Hunk: Every letter has its own sound, but the n sounds like /ng/ in
this word.
Highest: The h has its own sound, the igh sounds like /ī/, and the est
sounds like ist. The est suffix means the most.
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Whole-Class Resources
The Shared Books and Poetry Cards in JillE Literacy target grade-level skills through
whole-class shared reading approaches that make the texts and instruction accessible
to all students. Built-in lesson plans and instruction explicitly teach comprehension,
vocabulary, fluency, phonics, and writing skills.
The sun went . . .
Take & Teach Notes

Key
WHOLE CLASS

DAY 1: Comprehension

GROUP TALK

Discuss the title and the cover – build anticipation. Read the entire story, using
good voice characterizations. It is important to keep the story flowing. Stop
only for student interactions that are necessary.
After reading the story, ask questions to stimulate discussion. Suggestions
are provided on page 23. Activities are also included that encourage students
to generate questions and that facilitate social-emotional learning through
making text-to-self connections.

DAY 3: Reading with Fluency
Use the Day 3 suggestions to focus student attention on the print conventions
and punctuation that appear in the story. Reinforce how these visual clues will
help them read with expression. Then have the students join in as you reread
the story.

Read the entire story to the
students, using expression
and voice characterizations.

down,

DAY 2
Read the story, encouraging
students to join in when they
can, particularly at repetitive
parts.

down,
SOCIAL-EMOTIONAL LEARNING

DAY 2: Vocabulary
Reread the story, encouraging students to join in during repetitive portions of
the text. If an interesting, unusual, or difficult word appears, read the page and
then focus on the word. Discuss its meaning. Then ask students to demonstrate
the meaning with actions. Include the word on a WOW WORDS chart.

DAY 1

Conflict Resolution
WOW WORDS

plop
flop
shoo
slap

snap
whirling
twirling

DAY 4: Phonemic Awareness, Phonics, and Word Study
Reread the story together. Then use the pages with Day 4 suggestions to
reinforce letter names; capitalization; the sounds of letters, blends, and
digraphs; word families; and blending and segmenting phonemes.

Stop only on the pages
with Day 2 vocabulary
suggestions.

down,

DAY 3
Make a circle with a pointer
around the period.
Ask the students:
What is this?
What does it tell you to do?
(stop)

and Baboon made
a nest in a tree.

Make a circle around the
comma.
Ask the students:
What is this?
What does it tell you to do?
(take a little rest)
Make a circle around the
ellipses.
Ask the students:
What is this?
What does it tell you to do?
(pause - something else is
coming)

DAY 5: Responding to the Story
Use the story as a springboard for:
• retelling the story using drama. Use the story frames on page 24 to review
the story.
• retelling the story using Creative Clusters. Creative Clusters encourage
students to change the story by making up new problems and/or solutions,
changing the way the story ends, etc. One student in the group begins the
story, and at a signal, the next student in the group continues the story, until
all the students in the group have had a turn.

SHARED BOOKS
• 6 big books per kit
• Rhythmical, rhyming texts
made for shared reading
• Built-in 5-day lesson plan
and teaching panels that
support daily instruction

Say to the students:
Read the page. Use the clues
to help you read it well.

• a drawing or painting and an oral response. The drawings can be collated
into a book for shared or independent reading, or used as a wall display.

Read the rest of the story
together, focusing on the
clues that help with reading.
Stop only on the pages with
Day 3 suggestions.
Baboon’s Nest

Sample response:

DAY 4

Developed by Jill Eggleton
© This book is copyright 2020 by Global Education Systems Ltd,
5/32 St Stephens Avenue, Parnell, Auckland 1052, New Zealand
www.globaled.co.nz, www.facebook.com/gesystems

Don’t slap!

Say to the students:
We are going to read the
whole story together.
Remember to use the clues
to help you read it well.

U.S. edition published for Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing Company
125 High Street, Boston, MA 02110
www.hmhco.com

Read to page 23.

Text © Jill Eggleton
Illustrations © Global Education Systems Ltd
Book design by Grant Snow/Yeti Graphics

Kane

2

Return to pages 12–13.

All rights reserved. No part of this work may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic
or mechanical, including photocopying or recording, or by any information storage or retrieval system, without the
prior written permission of the copyright owner unless such copying is expressly permitted by federal copyright law.
Requests for permission to make copies of any part of the work should be submitted through our Permissions website
at https://customercare.hmhco.com/contactus/Permissions.html or mailed to Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing
Company, Attn: Intellectual Property Licensing, 9400 Southpark Center Loop, Orlando, Florida 32819-8647.
ISBN 978-0-358-11105-4
Printed in China by Nordica

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 2556 22 21 20 19 18
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POETRY CARDS
• 20 large-format cards per kit
Poetry Card

A Fu Fu Bird by Jill Eggleton
DAY 1: Comprehension

DAY 3: Reading with Fluency

Introduce the title of the poem, A Fu Fu Bird.
Look at the illustration.
Do you think this poem could be about a real bird?
Why do you think that?

With your finger, circle a comma, exclamation point, quotation marks,
ellipsis, bold font, and illustrative text (squawking).
Ask students what these are for.
Touch the words in bold. Talk about how to read these words.
Now read the poem out loud again, making sure students use the
punctuation and other clues to read with expression.

Read the poem to students.
Use the punctuation and the other visual clues (bold font, illustrative
text) to read the poem with the correct expression and emphasis.
Ask students:
What does the Fu Fu bird do?
Why do you think the Fu Fu bird might squawk, “Look at me!”?
Do you think you’d ever see a Fu Fu bird? Why do you think that?
What questions could you ask the Fu Fu bird? Prompt students to use
How, Why, When, Where, What.

DAY 2: Vocabulary
Read the poem to students again.
Prompt students to read it with you out loud together.
Focus on the word: squawking.
Ask students:
Can you make a squawking sound?
What might the squawking sound of a Fu Fu bird sound like?

• Illustrated poem on the front of each card

1

Grade K

• 5-day lesson plan and instruction on the back

DAY 4: Reinforcing Phonics/Phonemic Awareness

A Fu Fu Bird

Read the poem out loud together.
Say to students:
Words have a beat. When we clap the beats, we are clapping syllables in
words.
You clap the syllables in these words with me:
squawking, tree, Fu Fu, sitting, bird

Have you ever,
ever heard,
a squawking ,

DAY 5: Creating
Read the poem out loud together.
Clap the rhythm of the poem.
Make a tune or a rap for the poem.
Move to the poem in some way.
Give each child a copy of the poem from the blackline master to
glue into his or her own poetry notebook.
Encourage students to illustrate the poem in their own way.

squawking

ONLINE

Fu Fu bird,
sitting in a
Fu Fu tree,

JillE Literacy — Poetry Cards
Developed by Jill Eggleton
© This card is copyright 2020 by Global Education Systems Ltd
5/32 St Stephens Avenue, Parnell, Auckland 1052, New Zealand
www.globaled.co.nz, www.facebook.com/gesystems

squawking,
squawking,

A Fu Fu Bird
U.S. edition published for Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing Company
125 High Street, Boston, MA 02110
www.hmhco.com
Text © Jill Eggleton
Edited by Eva Chan
Illustrations © Global Education Systems Ltd
Illustrated by Richard Hoit
Design by Grant Snow/Yeti Graphics

“Look at me!”?

All rights reserved. No part of this work may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by
any means, electronic or mechanical, including photocopying or recording, or by any information storage or retrieval system, without the prior written permission of the copyright
owner unless such copying is expressly permitted by federal copyright law. Requests
for permission to make copies of any part of the work should be submitted through
our Permissions website at https://customercare.hmhco.com/contactus/Permissions.
html or mailed to Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing Company, Attn: Intellectual
Property Licensing, 9400 Southpark Center Loop, Orlando, Florida 32819-8647.
Printed in China by Nordica
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 2556 24 23 22 21 20 19
1018/CA21801190/4500749358

hmhco.com

No Fu Fu bird
you’ll hear or see . . .
unless you find
a Fu Fu tree!
Text © Jill Eggleton

5-DAY LESSON PLAN
DAY 1 Comprehension
DAY 2 Vocabulary
DAY 3 Reading with Fluency
DAY 4 Phonemic Awareness, Phonics,
and Word Study
DAY 5 Creative Response

JillE Literacy makes it easy to fill any gaps in literacy
skills in a meaningful way.
—LeeAnna Rabine, First Grade Teacher

Systematic Support for Phonics & Decoding
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Small-Group Resources
Leveled Books, Take & Teach Books, and Take & Teach Lessons use carefully scaffolded
texts and differentiated small-group instruction to target the skills appropriate to each
student’s reading level and stage.

ve ntvuernetvuernetvuernetvuernetvuerneture
A d A d A d Aind Aind Aind in in in
the the
Desert
the
Desert
the
Desert
the
Desert
the
Desert
Desert

LEVELED BOOKS

In the hot desert day, Jack and
Ally watched animals. They had
to be careful not to go far from

tic Fiction/Narrative
Realistic Fiction/Narrative
Realistic Fiction/Narrative
Realistic Fiction/Narrative
Realistic Fiction/Narrative
K • 445 Words Level K • 445 Words Level K • 445 Words Level K • 445 Words Level K • 445 Words

• 50 titles per kit in sets
of 6 for student use

each other. One long blast on a
whistle meant “Stay where you
are.” Two blasts meant “Come
quickly.” And three blasts meant
“DANGER!”

• A 50–50 mix of fiction
and informational text
genres and text forms

Scientists like Jack and Ally
always had to think about
danger, wherever they were.

• Embedded support for
level-appropriate skills
and strategies

Written by Jill
Written
Eggleton
by Jill
Written
Eggleton
by Jill
Written
Eggleton
by Jill
Written
Eggleton
by Jill
Written
Eggleton
by Jill Eggleton
Illustrated by Illustrated
Richard Hoit
by Illustrated
Richard Hoit
by Illustrated
Richard Hoit
by Illustrated
Richard Hoit
by Illustrated
Richard Hoit
by Richard Hoit
1749461

1749461

1749461

1749461

1749461

1749461
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Take &
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PREVIEW/
VIEW

In the hot desert day, Jack and
Ally watched animals. They had
to be careful not to go far from
each other. One long blast on a
whistle meant “Stay where you
are.” Two blasts meant “Come
quickly.” And three blasts meant
“DANGER!”

What do you think Jack and
Ally are doing?
Read the page to yourself.

Were there any words you
didn’t know the meaning of
or how to say?
Clarify the word blast.

Why do you think Jack and
Ally had to be careful not to
go far from each other?
Why do scientists have to
think about danger? What
might be dangerous for
them in a place like the
desert?

Scientists like Jack and Ally
always had to think about
danger, wherever they were.

REVIEW
 WORD WORK:
sounds of g

Find the words on this page
that have the letter g. (go,
long, danger)

Write them. Does the g
always have a sound of its
own? What does the g sound
like in each word? (go -/g/,
long - the ng pattern sounds
like /ng/, danger - /j/)
Write some other words
where the /j/ sound is
written with g. (giraffe,
orange, etc.)

What other word on this
page starts with the /j/
sound? (Jack) How is it
written? (J)
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TAKE & TEACH LESSONS

• A teaching version of each
Leveled Book (50 books per kit)

• A sturdy lesson card for each
Leveled Book (50 cards per kit)

• Built-in lesson plans

• Support for English learners and
social-emotional development

• Teaching panels with support for
decoding, comprehension, and
critical thinking skills

Each grade-level kit contains a
broad span of reading levels,
which extends below and
above grade level to support
each student at their unique
developmental stage.

• Writing and extension activities
for every book
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